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Title: Animals Hide and Sneak 

Author(s): Bastien Contraire 

Illustrator: Bastien Contraire 

Publisher: Phaidon Press Limited 

Copyright: 2017 

Ages: toddlers- 4 years old 

Call Number: Juv BoardBk Contraire 

 

This board book is a seek and find.  Each page has several animals which all look similar, and one item 

that is totally different.  The child is supposed to find which item is different. It can be adapted to older 

children by having them point out other differences among the pictures.  For example, there is a page 

which has 6 butterflies, one moth, and one flower.  The flower is the obviously different choice, but the 

moth is slightly differently shaped from the butterflies. 

 

 

Title: Tricky Trouble!  

Author(s): Alexandra West 

Illustrator:  Dario Brizuela 

Publisher: Marvel Press, an imprint of Disney Book Group 

Copyright: 2017 

Ages: 4-6 

Call Number: Juv Primer Superheroes 

 

This is a book where the superheroes are helping a school classroom.  Tricky things are happening, such 

as a page being torn out of a story, missing cookies, and knocked over blocks.  Read the story to find out 

who is making the mischief, and if the superheroes can help save the day!   

 

Title: No More Monsters for Me!  

Author(s): Peggy Parish 

Illustrator:  Marc Simont 

Publisher: Harper Collins 

Copyright: 1987 

Ages: 5-6 

Call Number: Juv Reader Parish, Peggy 

 

Minneapolis Simpkin wants a pet, but her mom keeps saying no!  Minneapolis finds a baby monster in 

the woods and brings him home for a pet.  He makes trouble and Minn decides that monsters don’t 

make good pets.  To top it off, the monster is getting bigger and bigger!  Will Minn be able to get rid of 

the monster before her mom finds out?  Will she ever get a real pet?  Read the story to find out.   

 

Title: Quiet! 

Author(s): Kate Alizadeh 



Publisher: Child’s Play (International) Ltd/ Child’s Play Inc 

Copyright: 2017 

Ages: 3-6 

Call Number: Juv PicBk Alizadeh, Kate 

 

Quiet! is about a child’s adventure with everyday sounds as the day is spent with dad and doing things 

around the house.  The character’s enjoyment of appliances, doors, floors, the “splish splash” of taking a 

bath, and much more make the objects come to life with a focus on what sounds the reader may hear 

during their own daily routine at home.  The main character doesn’t have a name, but the story is happy 

and fun which makes it appealing to all readers.  It may best be shared with children who would be able 

to identify household objects by name and associate them with sound.   

 

There are no more than a couple of sentences on a page, and the sounds are personified in the 

illustration backgrounds that readers can use to participate in the story and to learn more of the objects 

they don’t know.  The illustrations also exhibit household familiarity that children would recognize and 

enjoy seeing in a book.  Illustrations are colorful and outlined. 

 

The story encourages listening and participation. Suitable read for any reader who likes father-and-me 

stories and learning about household objects.  Readers Preschool age to 2nd grade should enjoy. 

 

 

Title: Amelia Bedelia Makes a Splash 

Author(s): Herman Parish 

Illustrator(s): Lynne Avril 

Publisher: HarperCollins Children’s Books 

Copyright: 2017 

Ages: 7-9 

Call Number: Juv Step-up Herman 

 

This book, #11 in the Amelia Bedelia series of step-up books, is a funny adventure of a delightfully 

confused literal-minded little girl named Amelia Bedelia who goes off to Camp Echo Woods for a 

summer for 8 weeks. 

 

She goes to camp against her will; her parents, particularly her mother, insist that she go and broaden 

herself.  Her mother had been before and claimed that it changed her life totally. 

 

Amelia Bedelia is so upset about the prospect of going to camp, that her parents agree to visit her there 

after 4 weeks and take her home if she likes.  Needless to say, she does not go back home with her 

parents after 4 weeks, and her cabin mates carry her away from them after their visit.  

 

Because Amelia Bedelia fails to understand basic English metaphors, her presence at the old-fashioned 

all-girls summer camp is filled with comical adventures every day.  Her counselor speaks in euphemisms 

which continuously confuses Amelia Bedelia.   

 



This is a very funny book, both for children and adults.  After the story, there is a section called Two 

Ways To Say It by Amelia Bedelia which is hilarious.  I highly recommend this book for all ages. 

 

Title: The Sisters: Just Like Family 

Authors: Cazenove and William Maury 

Illustrator: William Maury 

Publisher: Papercutz 

Copyright: 2016 

Ages: 7-11 

Call Number: Juv Graphic Sisters v. 1 

 

The Sisters was first published in France in 2008-2010 by authors who go by their first names 

only, Cazenove and William, and just last year made its way through translation to the United States. A 

note in the front by William acknowledges his “two beloved tornadoes: Wendy and Marine.” The two 

sisters in the U.S. edition are Maureen and Wendy. Their ages aren’t explicitly given, but Maureen 

seems about 7 and Wendy about 13. The book celebrates the exuberate interplay of love and friction 

between the two girls. Each page depicts a humorous vignette involving a daily episode in the life of the 

girls which combine to form a full view of their tug-of-war relationship. Their age gap takes center stage, 

and their personalities pop off the page! Maureen is imaginative, playful, and mischievous, always ready 

to get her hands on her sister’s makeup, clothes, and secret diary. Wendy is quick to annoyance and 

anger at her sister’s interference in her everyday life, but despite herself, she is also quick to show her 

caring, big sisterly side too. 

Wendy, just in the early stage of adolescence, finds in her younger sister a chance to indulge in 

being an imaginative kid again. Scenes where the two girls dress together as superheroes delightfully 

showcase this. When Wendy’s eyes are filled with hearts over her crush Mason, Maureen finds it 

unusually easy to get into Wendy’s diary. Later, Wendy springs to an attack on Maureen, who’s walking 

her baby doll in a baby carriage. Wendy has just discovered her diary pages are smeared with jam! 

Together, the two sisters stage a fashion show and show off their old torn clothes, which get their 

parents to agree to buy them new clothes. The illustrated panels are brightly colored and full of detail, 

with large faces drawn to show a wide gamut of emotions. The humorous situations and the fractious 

but loving relationship between the sisters will delight young readers. A second volume of The Sisters is 

also available through our library system. 

 

Title: Volcanoes: Fire and Life (Series: Science Comics) 

Author(s): Jon Chad with color by Sophie Goldstein 

Publisher:  First Second, an imprint of Roaring books Press 

Copyright: 2016 

Ages:  9-11 (4th and 5th grade) 

Call Number: Juv 551.21 C432v 

This nonfiction book is in graphic novel format. It mixes fiction with fact. Within the story, the main 

character talks about volcanoes in detail. Aurora, our main character lives in the future where the Earth 

has become a frozen planet. She along with her siblings and her teacher are fuel mappers which means 

they must find sources of heat to burn. They run across a library and before they take the books to burn, 

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&q=explicitly&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi9pYu8zKLWAhUnllQKHfXjB7cQvwUIIygA


they scan the information to preserve it. Aurora finds a book about volcanoes, reads it and shares the 

information. She is positive that volcanoes will provide a long-term heat source for her tribe. While the 

group makes their way to find heat sources like a clothing department store, Aurora continues to 

explain volcanoes in detail and is determined to prove to them that volcanoes are the answer to their 

problem. They eventually find a chamber full of hot springs or “hot spots”, one of the many vocabulary 

terms in the book. Aurora’s narrative is full of facts and urgency as the group continues with their 

mission.  Some helpful features of this book include: a metric conversion chart, detailed illustrations that 

accompany the narrative, and a vocabulary list of words along with detailed illustrations that help 

explain the words. The final page includes a bibliography of other volcano books and a biography of the 

author and colorist. For children who like graphic novels and science fiction, this is an ideal title for them 

to learn more about volcanoes.  

 


